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Hollywood and Gower Project (Council File: 19-0571 19-0571-S1)

Bill Counter <counterb@gmail.com> 
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Aug 8, 2019 4:21 AM

Sergio Ibarra, City Planner
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
Major Projects Unit
221 N. Figueroa Street, Suite 1350
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Mr. Ibarra,

I've spent years studying the history and architecture of the legitimate and movie theatres of Los Angeles so I 
realize the unique position the Fonda Theatre holds both as a historic building as well as being an essential 
part of L.A.'s current entertainment landscape.

I haven't researched the history of the parcel to the east of the theatre but, as one who has been involved as a 
consultant for the stage requirements of a number of historic theatre renovations, it's obvious that changing the 
Fonda's loading situation will cause harm to their business.

The theatre has enjoyed the access behind their building through to Gower St. since 1926. And, if anything, 
the shows keep getting bigger and the equipment heavier. Not having the ability for trucks to pull straight 
through to Gower will seriously impact the time and labor cost of loading in many shows. And may make some 
of them economically unviable.

Without straight-through access, semi-trucks would be forced to back into a dead end alley from El Centro, not 
a reasonable situation. And not one amenable to unloading multiple vehicles simultaneously. Traffic in the area 
is already forbidding so contemplating unloading directly on El Centro for hours at a time also seems 
unrealistic.

I'd suggest that requiring an easement through the parking area of the proposed structure would be a solution 
to the theatre's problem that could be achieved at minimal cost to the developer. And, if done properly, could 
also be an asset to the new project as it might make deliveries easier for their tenants as well.

Theatres are unique businesses and any easement that's negotiated needs to take into account the operating 
hours of the theatre as well as the number and types of vehicles anticipated.

Through 90 or so years the theatre has successfully adapted to an amazing number of changes in the 
entertainment business. It would be a shame to imperil it now when it's such a treasured part of the Los 
Angeles entertainment world.

Here's hoping for a viable solution!

Bill Counter
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George Surratt <georgesurratt@gmail.com> 
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Aug 8, 2019 2:37 PM

> On Jul 30, 2019, at 12:35 PM, George Surratt <georgesurratt@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Sergio Ibarra, City Planner
> Los Angeles Department of City Planning
> Major Projects Unit
>221 N. Figueroa Street, Suite 1350
> Los Angeles, California 90012
>
> Dear Mr. Ibarra, et.al.,
> We the people, pray that you hear our plea for saving; The Fonda Theater-! How often do
> we have the opportunity to save a, 100 year old masterpiece, such as, The Fonda? Please
> consider the history it has shared with our forefather’s, and embrace the past, in the present,
> and preserve it for the Future-!
> Thank you for your further consideration of saving this wonderful venue for the arts
> Best Regards,
> George Surratt
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Homer Alba <Homer@hollywoodforever.com> 
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Aug 8, 2019 3:53 PM

Honorable members of the City Council PLUM Committee

I am writing in support of the project I have noted at the comer of Hollywood Blvd. and Gower St. As past 
President of the HSDNC PLUM Committee, I can tell you that although we did not take a vote on the project, it 
received enthusiastic support from all the committee members. Unfortunately, I had resigned by the time they 
returned for another presentation. I have no doubt that they will work it out with the Fonda Theatre in order to 
accommodate the new project while keeping the Fonda Theater operating in its usual format. I continue to 
support this project, and I would have attended your meeting but I will be out of the country on vacation. Thank 
you very much for allowing me the time to reiterate my support for this wonderful project.

Homer G. Alba-Vice President Emeritus

Hollywood Forever and Beth Olam Cemeteries (Hollywood) 

Femwood Forever Cemetery (Marin County, Ca.)
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